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Respect and Enjoyment

RE Skills to develop

I can explore and make personal informed responses to ultimate
questions.

I can discuss issues about community cohesion and demonstrate
understanding of different views.

Key Text Key Vocabulary Definition

Respect A positive way of treating or thinking of someone

Enjoyment Having fun doing something

Opinion When somebody has their individual point of view. 
For example, what you find enjoyment in, someone 
else might not

Dedicate Give time to something a person might enjoy

What do I already know?
Safe means when you are free from harm or risk
I can say who keeps us safe like firefighters, doctors.
Understanding is when you show empathy to towards others and their 
situations
Pride is a feeling of joy from your achievements 
Patience is being able to wait for something while having a positive attitude and 
without getting upset
Ownership is taking responsibility for actions
I can explain how to use these values at home and at school

What will I know by the end of the unit?

Enquiry Questions - What are different ways to show respect and 

enjoyment?
What does the word Respect mean? How can I show Respect at home?

- Be able to explain what Respect is and explain some we can show Respect at 

home. Make links to the key text about the character and themes

How can I show Respect at school?

-Explain how we can show Respect at school. Make links to the key text about 

the character and themes

What does the word Enjoyment mean? How can I show Enjoyment at Home?

- Be able to explain what Trust is and explain some we can show Trust at home. 

Make links to the key text about the character and themes

How can I show Enjoyment at school?

-Explain how we can show Trust at school. Make links to the key text about the 

character and themes

P4C Session

What would happen if no one showed Enjoyment or Respect (Pick one)

How can I tell other people about how to show Enjoyment and Respect ?
- Show what you have learned through a piece of artwork or drama.

Key Text


